Date: 2010.06.23
Subject: Plz add geumnanghwa@gmail.com to the e-mail list of MB's chief editors

- The title says everything! ^-^

- In the past, this e-mail address was missing in several messages from time to time, which caused some problem.

- Please add this e-mail address when you send messages to MB's chief editors in the future.

---

**IRG: Consolidated comments with glyphs**

From: chen-zhuang <chenzh-zhuang>
To: satoshi <satoshis>
beatste <beats)
cuongnor <
xiaowar <
rkfyen <
peter_wh <
cslqiu <
"gimghw" <
"cchau" <
"jenkings" <

Date: Thu, Jun 10, 2010 at 11:49 AM
Subject: IRG: Consolidated comments with glyphs
Mailed-by: 163.com

Dear colleagues,

Please find the attachment

Regards,
Chen Zhuang

* * *